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Titel: Can't install updates Roadshow

I have roadshow running on an A3000 , OS3.1.4 - MMUlib and kick 3.1.4 softkicked with the A3640 maprom function.
For some reason - while roadshow works fine already - I can't install the updates. It says " no roadshow files found " or
somthing similar.
It's only on this machine it happened so far out of a lot of other machines I use it and I can't see really much difference
apart from the softkicking in this particular way.
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Do you use always the same Installer Version?
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daxb hat folgendes geschrieben:
Do you use always the same Installer Version?
good question ...
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Try the following in a Shell:
Code:
which installer all
and then do a "version installer full" on all paths to get the version number.
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So ... now I have another freshly installed machine with a 3.1.4 romchip and OS3.9 on top of it with a working Roadshow
on it.
I changed all the installers ( in C: and Utils )to the installer from the AmigaOS 3.1.4 install disk , version 45.6
All I get is a "no part of roadshow could be found or updated, please try again" while I have a working stack running.
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The only difference I see compared to other machines is that I am working with a kickstart 3.1.4 rom .
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Ok, I found the "problem" . I downloaded my complete version from AMigaFuture shop account and apparently
somewhere down the road it is a version that is updated already to 1.13 so it does not need updating anymore.
It would be great of the installer would say " your version is already up to date " and not " something is wrong "
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